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p wave: p wave is typically the first wave that appears in the recorded waveform. the normal p wave
pattern usually has four components: the start of the p wave, the p wave offset, the height of the p
wave and the end of the p wave. the start of the p wave is the most important component because
this is when the p wave is initiated. the p wave offset may be small or very large in amplitude. the p
wave offset is more useful if the p wave is affected by left or right ventricular hypertrophy. in these
cases, the p wave offset may be more useful than the p wave itself. qrs complex: the qrs complex is

the set of waves that make up an ecg, usually appearing in the qrs section of the recorded
waveform. the p wave and qrs complex are typically combined as one wave. the normal qrs complex
has three components: a primary q wave, a precursor r wave, and a primary s wave. the q wave is
positive, while the r wave and s wave are both negative. a primary wave is followed by a precursor

wave, which is followed by a primary wave. if you suspect the presence of a block, use the qrs
complex for the following qrs pattern: >-r wave, -s wave, >r wave, or -s wave, -r wave. t wave: a t
wave is a wave that occurs after the qrs complex in an ecg. it usually appears as a negative wave

and is related to the amplitude of the qrs complex. the normal t wave has three components: a start,
a peak, and an offset. myopotential: myopotential is a term that refers to the electrical activity of

muscles. a potential sensor will measure the potential on the skin, and muscle activity is indicated by
large potential differences between the muscle and the skin. in an ecg, a myopotential may

contribute to r peaks, t waves, and p waves.
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note: the downloaded file is the original file. you are welcome to try out the skins. however, you
should make sure your newly created skin does not conflict with any of the existing skins. if you run
into issues that require further support, kindly download the latest zip file and share with us. css3 is
a large, open, and international standard for styling html, xhtml, and xml documents. it specifies the
rules for how text is displayed. there are three main versions of css3: css3 strict; css3 transitional;

and css3. the first is the strictest, and the last is the least strict. css3 styling affects the rendering of
html, xhtml, and xml documents. as of this writing, the css3 properties are unprefixed. you can find a
list of these properties and the other versions at http://www.w3.org/style/css/current-work . the new
markup language, xhtml, is useful for web pages that must be standards-compliant. xhtml uses xml
to describe the web page. when xhtml documents are displayed by a browser, the browser normally

reformats the document. this ensures that the code is displayed in a way that is designed for
readability. however, the browser may not render some of the xhtml markup exactly as it was coded.

one core component of any bpm user interface is the task list. typically, end users work on open,
runtime tasks, filtering their inbox with various setting. often also the historic tasks need to be
displayed in those lists, with similar filtering. to make that code-wise easier, the taskquery and

historictaskinstancequery both have a shared parent interface, which contains all common
operations (and most of the operations are common). 5ec8ef588b
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